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A History of Modern Tourism
Eric Zuelow | Time to Eat the Dogs
"A talk about the origins of tourism from the era of the European Grand Tour
through the twenty-first century where is has become – until the current
pandemic at least – the largest service sector industry in the world."

Unexpected Affinities: the History of Type in Architectural
Project from Laugier to Duchamp
Pablo Meninato | New Books Network
"While the concept of "type" has been present in architectural discourse since
its formal introduction at the end of the eighteenth century, its role in the
development of architectural projects has not been comprehensively analyzed."

The Cosmopolitan Chaucer
Marion Turner | History Extra podcast
"This podcast explores the life of the 14th-century poet, arguing that we need
to look beyond his status as the ‘father of English literature’."

Riots: When the Collective Catches Fire
Anonymous | This Jungian Life
"How can we understand the psychological wild fire of rioting through Jung?"

Capitalism: a Conversation in Critical Theory
Nancy Fraser, Ann Pettifor | London Review Bookshop Podcasts
"A critical dialogue that seeks to expand our understanding of capitalism,
revealing it to be not merely a system of economic relations, but rather a form
of institutionalised social order, and one that continually reinvents itself
through crisis."

The Global Class War
Matthew C. Klein | The Weeds
"What's really behind international trade conflicts?"

Urban Rebellions Then and Now
Jordan Camp | KPFA - Against the Grain
"Placing the current upheaval within the larger history of urban rebellions in
the United States, from Watts in 1965, Detroit in 1967, Los Angeles in 1992,
Ferguson in 2014, and Baltimore in 2015."

The Digital Afterlife
Brian J. Barth | Voices of The Walrus
"The ongoing legal battle to decide who owns our data after we die."

Digital Exclusion in Brazil
Jane Chambers | Digital Planet
"The number of COVID-19 cases continues to increase in Brazil, but access to
digital services - and with it the emergency aid and state health advice - is
getting harder for many of the country’s poorest residents."

Cryptography, 5G & Snowden
Keith Martin | The Know Show
"A debate about everyday significance of cryptography, 5G, staying safe online,
and Edward Snowden."
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